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ABSTRACT
Using a mark-recapture design, an epidemiological investigation of
Hepatitis B was performed on four colonies of Spermophylus parryi. Animals were
trapped, marked and bled. Serum samples were screened for Hepatitis B markers.
Program MARK was used to estimate survival rates. Prevalence rates ranged over
55% and 1999 rates were 10% higher than 1998. Vertical transmission of the vims
was not observed and juveniles were unaffected by the mother's hepatitis status.
Immigrants had lower prevalence rates than residents and incidence rates
accelerated throughout the study. Survival was highest during the over-winter
period and adult survival rates were lower in 1999. Recovered animals had
different survival rates than other animals and survival rates of recovered animals
were lower in 1999. Evidence suggests that delayed development of disease and/or
environmental conditions lowered survival rates of recovered adults in 1999.
Techniques that integrated epidemiology and population biology proved fruitful and
worthy of further development.
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Hepatitis B in arctic ground squirrels

{Spermparryi); epide

population biology
Philip J. Joy

Summary
1. In conjunction with a mark-recapture study, an epidemiological investigation of an
enzootic virus, arctic ground squirrel hepadnavirus (ASHV), was performed on four
colonies of arctic ground squirrels {Spermophylus parryi) in Alaska.
2. Animals were trapped and bled during the breeding season, during juvenile
emergence and before hibernation during the summers of 1998 and 1999. Blood
samples were screened for viral DNA, surface antigen, and core antibody. Program
MARK was used to estimate apparent survival rates.
3. Prevalence rates were extremely high, increasing during the study from 42 to 55% in
adults. Male and female prevalence rates showed consistent patterns over the two
summers, with male prevalence rates decreasing and female prevalence rates increasing
over both summers. Rates were approximately 10% higher in 1999.
4 . Vertical transmission from mother to offspring did not occur and the 1998 young-ofthe-year reached adult prevalence rates by June/July of 1999. Litter size and post
emergence survival of juveniles was not related to the mother’s hepatitis status.
5 . Incidence rates were high and failed to show an annual pattern, although they
accelerated over the course of the study.
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6. Adults had higher monthly apparent survival rates than juveniles, females had higher
apparent survival rates than males and apparent survival rates were higher during the
over-winter period than the summer periods. Adult apparent survival rates were lower
in 1999 than in 1998.
7. Recovered animals had different survival rates than did infected and unexposed
animals and apparent survival rates of infected and recovered animals were lower in
1999 while unexposed animals did not have different rates from 1999.
8. Immigrants had significantly lower prevalence rates than did resident squirrels in all
but one trapping session and animals unexposed to the virus on first capture had higher
immigration rates.
9 . It appears that the virus was approaching, or at, a peak during this study.
10. Although the effect of the virus on survival was minimal, it appeared that delayed
development of disease and/or environmental conditions lowered apparent survival rates
of recovered and infected adults in 1999. In conjunction there was a notable decline in
male abundance in 1999.

Key Words: Alaska, arctic ground squirrels, disease, enzootic, epidemiology, Hepatitis,
mark-recapture models, population ecology, survival.
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Introduction
Disease has traditionally been overlooked and often dismissed by ecologists when
examining population level functions in natural systems (Hassell et al. 1982; Hess 1996;
Holt 1993; May 1994; Scott 1988). In part, this is due to the difficulty of investigating
disease occurrence in free-ranging populations and determining the interplay between
disease causing factors and the host ecology (Scott 1988; Schubert et al. 1998; Peterson,
Grant and Davis 1991). In general, studies with large sample sizes are required to detect
disease and the samples must be representative of the population (Courchamp, Say and
Pointier 2000). Simply assessing the cause of mortality is often impossible in wildlife
populations as most carcasses are never found and those that are found often present
bias samples (Courchamp et al. 2000; Holt 1993; Schubert et al. 1998; Cheeseman,
Wilesmith and Stuart 1989; Pence and Windberg 1994).
“...even infection resulting in acute mortality is notoriously
difficult to detect in wild animal populations. When infection
influences the reproduction of the host or reduces the average
lifespan but does not cause acute mortality, it will be very
difficult indeed to detect this in a host population without a
detailed demographic and parasitological study, preferably
comparing features among a variety of populations.” (Scott 1988)
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An increasing number of population biologists are considering the role of disease
in ecosystems. A significant body of literature on disease modeling has evolved that
examines various interactions of disease and populations. Models have been developed
to examine population regulation by pathogens and the ability of a pathogen to persist
after initial infection (Anderson 1991). Conservation biologists have modeled disease
occurrence as a possible cause of local extinctions (Hess 1996) while others have
modeled specific diseases within given systems (Peterson et al. 1991; Hone, Pech and
Yip 1992). As valuable as these models are, the ultimate proving ground for their
hypotheses will come from field trials (Hassell et al. 1982).
It is well documented that disease can have drastic impacts on wildlife
populations. There are numerous cases of epizootic diseases significantly impacting
host populations including canine distemper in black footed ferrets (
(Thome and Williams 1988), plague in white tailed prairie dogs (

nigripes)
leucurus)

(Anderson and Williams 1997), Chytridiomycosis in Australian rain forest frogs (Berger
et al. 1998), phocine distemper virus (PDV) in European common seals (

vitulia)

(Grenfell, Lonergan and Harwood 1992), and rinderpest in African ungulates (Anderson
1995; Meltzer 1993). For this reason, conservation biologists have become increasingly
concerned with disease in threatened populations (Hess 1996; Scott 1988; Thome and
Williams 1988) and in reintroduction programs (Lyles and Dobson 1993; Meltzer 1993;
Gilmartin et al. 1993).
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Although epizootics of virulent pathogens are often the most notable diseases in
wildlife, they are normally short lived and not usually a major factor in long term
population regulation. Models have demonstrated that diseases that reduce lifespans
between 50 and 70% are more likely to result in metapopulation extinction than are
pathogens that reduce lifespans by over 80% (Hess, 1996). The quick and lethal nature

Vulpesvulpes) populations (St

of some diseases, such as rabies in fox (

1980) and PDV in European common seals (Grenfell et al. 1992), prevents them from
maintaining high levels of infection in the population.
Disease may cause extremely high mortalities such that infections should not be
maintained in the host populations, yet these infections continue to arise. Reservoir
hosts are often the explanation in these instances. The biology of many pathogens
allows them to infect several host species, causing massive disease in some species
while being harmless to others. Several small rodents are suspected of serving as
reservoirs for plague in white-tailed prairie dog complexes (Anderson and Williams
1997) and European badgers (

Melesmeles) may serve as a reservoir for tubercu

(Cheeseman et al. 1989).
A disease that causes mortalities does not necessarily regulate a population
(Schubert et al. 1998; Hassel et al. 1982). Disease may be compensatory and only
remove individuals that would otherwise be removed from the population by other
means. For population regulation to occur, the pathogen must suppress overall
population numbers or stabilize population fluctuations through density dependant
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transmission of the parasite. Theoretically, a population will be regulated if
a > r[l+ a /6+7 ] where a is the disease-induced mortality rate, r is the population’s
intrinsic rate of increase, ct is the recovery rate, b is the mortality rate of uninfected hosts
and 1/y is the duration of immunity to reinfection (Anderson 1991). Thus, short-lived
host species with high reproductive rates will be regulated only by highly pathogenic
parasites, and conversely, long-lived species with low reproductive rates may be
regulated when only a small portion of mortalities is the result of the disease (May 1994;
Hassell et al. 1982). Even if this equation is not satisfied the host population may grow
at a reduced rate. The equation becomes further complicated when the disease affects
reproduction and other functions of host population dynamics.
Most studies performed on terrestrial vertebrates have found disease related
mortalities to be compensatory. An experimental treatment of wild mice with a
nematode reduced survival but did not prevent the population from increasing (Singleton
and Chambers 1996). Canine parvovirus in gray wolves (

) (Mech and Goyol

1995), canine distemper in raccoons (Procyon lotur) (Schubert et al. 1998), sarcoptic
mange in coyotes (

Canislatrans) (Pence and Windberg 1994), and tuberculosis in

European badgers (Cheeseman et al. 1989) all showed compensatory mortalities as
population numbers did not appear to be influenced by the pathogens in question.
Although these diseases may be compensatory under the study conditions presented by
these authors, changes in host, agent, or environmental factors may alter the outcome of
disease occurrence in any given population. To categorize any particular disease as
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strictly compensatory requires the flawed assumption that environmental factors as well
as factors influencing host responses, agent transmission, and virulence remain constant.
In reality, understanding the basic epidemiology of disease and the overall impact
requires a multifactorial approach and the acceptance that factors influencing disease
occurrence and the outcome will vary over time.
There is less extensive evidence demonstrating the ability of disease to regulate
populations. In a laboratory study a viral infection affected the periodicity of population

P
lodinterpunctella) (Sai

cycles and reduced the density of a moth (

Thompson 1994) and the abundance of a captive mouse population was reduced through
infection with a nematode (Scott 1988). In perhaps the most detailed investigation of a
parasite and its host, Hudson, Dobson and Newborn (1998) demonstrated that a
nematode was the cause of red grouse (

agopuslagopus scoticus) popula
L

By studying not only the epidemiology of the parasite, but also the population biology
and ecology of the host, they were able to demonstrate how the worm affected the
grouse’s scent emission, making them easier prey for red fox (Dobson and Hudson
1994). Although survival was not affected as much as reproduction, the nematode was
linked to population cycles (Dobson and Hudson 1994) and experimental treatment
demonstrated that in the absence of the parasite, the population ceased to fluctuate
(Hudson et al. 1998).
In addition to enhancing our understanding of population cycling, the work of
Hudson et al. (1998) illustrates the importance of understanding the ecology of host,
parasite, and environment as well as examining the subclinical effects of disease (Holt

1993; Scott 1988). As illustrated with red grouse, disease may increase the risk of
predation (Dobson and Hudson 1994). Infection may affect the dominance of
individuals, as may be the case with sarcoptic mange in coyotes (Pence and Windberg
1994). Brucellosis in bison (Dobson and Meagler 1996), mange in coyotes (Pence and
Windberg 1994), and botfly infections in voles (Microtus townsendii) (Boonstra, Krebs
and Beacham 1980) demonstrate the ability of disease to directly influence reproduction.
In addition, disease can also indirectly influence reproduction (Hurtrez-Bousses et al.
1997; Dobson and Hudson 1994) and may alter dispersal and movement patterns as
demonstrated in rabid red foxes (Steck and Wandeler 1980).
Many assessments of pathogenic effects on host populations are made based on
epidemiological studies with no significant investigation of the population dynamics of
the host. Two field studies (Schubert et al. 1998; Mech and Goyal 1995) used
population data and regression analysis to determine if a virus affected population
numbers, but lacked a definitive link between diseased individuals and population level
effects. Few studies have looked at the underlying processes of population dynamics
such as survival, recruitment and reproduction (exceptions include Mech and Goyal
1995; Anderson and Williams 1997; Pence and Windberg 1996; Singleton and
Chambers 1996; Gregory 1991; Zelazny, Lolong and Pattang 1992). Boonstra et al.
(1980), used mark-recapture data to measure the effect of botfly infections on the
survival and reproductive condition of voles, but their methods predated the more
accurate and powerful modeling techniques now in use.
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To my knowledge, modem population models in program MARK (White and
Burnham 1999) have not been used to examine many of these subtle impacts of disease
on host populations. MARK contains options that model survival rates, recruitment
rates, population growth rates and movement behavior. These models allow biologists
to assign individual and group covariates to individuals thus allowing disease and
population parameters to be more directly linked to demographic processes. If the
disease status of the animal can be assessed accurately at every capture (either by tissue
sampling or gross examination), these techniques may prove to be most effective for
examining the role that pathogens and associated diseases play in host populations. In
addition, population modeling may detect and reduce biases often present in
epidemiological studies (Courchamp et al. 2000) by allowing researchers to examine the
effect of the disease on capture probabilities.
Techniques for combining tools used in epidemiology with those used in
population biology are best developed using a convenient animal that is easily
monitored through mark-recapture techniques, has a readily diagnosed disease and can
provide adequate sample sizes. A recently identified virus, ASHV (arctic ground
squirrel hepadnavirus), found in arctic ground squirrels (

parryi) proved

useful for a pilot study implementing a mark-recapture approach to pathogen-host
ecology.
ASHV belongs to the hepadnavirus family that also includes woodchuck
hepatitis virus (WHY), Beechey ground squirrel hepatitis virus (GSHV), duck hepatitis
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B virus (DHV) and the human virus, Hepatitis B (HBV) (Testut et al. 1996; Gust et al.
1986; Marion et al. 1980). Hepatitis B virus in humans causes acute and chronic
hepatitis, cirrhosis of the liver and there is a strong epidemiological relationship of the
virus with hepatocellular carcinoma (Genevieve et al. 1994; Testut et al. 1996). In
addition, many hepatitis B positive mothers give birth to children that develop an
immune-complex glomerulonephritis at a young age (Peters et al. 1992).
Woodchucks (Marmota monax) are currently used as an animal model for the
study of hepatitis B virus infections. Woodchuck Hepatitis B virus (WHV) has many
morphological, genetic, epidemiological and oncological similarities to human hepatitis
B (HBV) (Roggendorf and Tolle 1995). Like HBV in humans, WHV has been strongly
linked to the development of hepatocellular carcinomas (Popper et al. 1987; Tsuey-ying
et al. 1988; Wei et al. 1992) and chronic hepatitis (Toshkov et al. 1990). Most
woodchucks infected with WHV die of liver cancer within 2-4 years and infected
juveniles frequently develop liver cancers after a latency of 1-4 years (Popper et al.
1987). This is a significant decrease in life expectancy of woodchucks, which, under
ideal conditions, may live up to 10 years. Glomerulonephritis in juvenile woodchucks
has also been associated with WHV infection in their dams. However, unlike in
humans, where HBV is readily passed on from mother to infant, the frequency of similar
transfer in woodchucks appears quite low (Peters et al. 1992).
GSHV also has been linked to hepatocellular carcinomas in Beechey ground
squirrels (Spermophilusbeecheyi) (Robinson 1994, Buendia 1992) although the
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mechanism whereby tumors are caused appears to differ from woodchucks (Transy et al.
1992; 1994). Preliminary analysis suggests that ASHV, like GSHV, may be a less
effective oncogenic agent than WHV (Testut et al. 1996). Also in contrast to
woodchucks, recent work on arctic ground squirrels at the Institute of Arctic Biology
(University of Alaska Fairbanks) has demonstrated a high prevalence of
glomerulonephritis in infants bom to ASHV positive dams. These infants died of renal
failure within four months, although a causal link has not been established (Blake,
unpublished data).
Prevalence rates of WHV in wild populations of woodchucks were low to zero in
New York and New England while mid-Atlantic state populations had prevalence rates
over 15% (Wright, Tennant and May 1987). Prevalence of ASHV in wild populations
of arctic ground squirrels is still not documented. A small sample of arctic ground
squirrels trapped at Toolik Lake, Alaska had a prevalence of 14% (Testut et al. 1996).
In 1995, squirrels trapped from two distinct populations in the Alaska Range had a
prevalence of 0% (0/14) and 41% (7/17) (Blake, unpublished data). Unfortunately, the
small sample sizes and the inability to evaluate age distribution limit the utility of these
data.
Arctic ground squirrels are ground-dwelling sciurids that are obligate hibemators
during the long, harsh winters of the arctic and subarctic. They exhibit seasonal
fluctuations in body mass (Buck and Bames 1999; McLean and Towns 1981) in which
they put on fat reserves during the brief summers that are used during hibernation when
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body temperatures drop to near or below freezing (Barnes and Ritter 1993).
The Alaskan summer is brief and active for arctic ground squirrels. Males
emerge from hibemacula in mid April while the ground remains completely covered by
snow. During the spring, males establish and defend territories and are completely
reliant on food cached during the previous fall (Buck and Bames 1999). Males put on
weight during this time period, which they will subsequently lose during the breeding
season once adult females emerge in early May (Buck and Bames 1999). Juveniles are
bom in early June and emerge from their natal burrows in late June through early July.
Dispersal appears to occur during July and August and occurs mostly among males
(Buck and Bames 1999; Carl 1970). Females are philopatric and thus colonies tend to
consist of related females (McLean 1982).
As in other members of the genus, adult females enter hibernation in mid to late
August, probably as soon as adequate fat stores are acquired (Buck and Bames 1999).
Juveniles and adult males enter hibernation later, sometimes as late as October.
Juveniles must put on adequate fat reserves in addition to growing and males must build
and defend food caches from other males (Buck and Bames 1999).
Arctic ground squirrels are best described as generalist herbivores (Mayer 1953;
Batzli and Sobaski 1980) that are occasional scavengers (personal observations) and
predators (Boonstra, Krebs and Kanter 1990). They have considerable impact on the
vegetative community in their territories with as much as a 70% difference in floral
composition between squirrel core areas and surrounding areas (Mallory and Hefferman
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1987).
In addition to their impact on vegetative communities, arctic ground squirrels
have been identified as a cornerstone species in some arctic tundra systems (Reid, Krebs
and Kenney 1997). They are an important prey item for several large predators
including grizzly bears (
legged hawks (Buteo lagopus) and gyrfalcons (.

Ursusarctos), wolves and various raptors including rough
rusticolus) (Reeder 1969; Carl

1970). They appear to be an especially important prey species for red fox (Carl 1970)
and there is evidence suggesting they may be an important predator of collared
lemmings (

Dicrostonyxkilangmiutak) (Boonstra et al. 1990).

Factors influencing arctic ground squirrel populations are not fully understood.
Although some observations show variability in population size from year to year
(Batzli and Sobaski 1980), their populations do not appear to cycle or fluctuate widely,
but maintain fairly steady numbers from spring to spring (Carl 1970). This is a rare
exception among arctic rodent populations. Evidence suggests that arctic ground
squirrel populations may be limited by food availability (Hubbs 1994) as has been
demonstrated in Columbian ground squirrels (

(Dobson

1995).
ASHV may play a role in arctic ground squirrel populations in several ways.
ASHV may reduce the health of animals via hepatitis, cirrhosis or hepatic neoplasia.
Squirrels may die as a direct result of such afflictions or weakened animals may be more
prone to predation, have decreased foraging efficiency, or be less able to endure the
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physiological stresses and changes of hibernation. Infected males may be less able to
defend territories and thus may receive fewer breeding opportunities. Alternatively, the
stress of breeding combined with the subclinical effects of ASHV may be fatal to males
during or after the breeding season. Infected females may be less able to defend young
from infanticide committed by males (McLean 1983) or may produce smaller young that
are less able to withstand the rigors of their first winter hibernation. If
glomerulonephritis occurs in juveniles, survival probabilities through their first winter
may be significantly diminished and thus infected dams would be effectively removed
from the breeding population. Where ASHV causes significant mortalities to residents,
emigration and dispersal may decline, as young animals do not need to leave to find a
territory. It is also possible that diseased animals may be more or less likely to disperse.
The potential for hepatitis B to regulate arctic ground squirrel populations certainly
exists. If hepatitis B significantly reduces the lifespan of individuals or reduces the
productivity of infected females, arctic ground squirrel populations could be suppressed
or reduced by this virus. The first step in making such assessments necessitates
identifying the impact of ASHV on survival rates and productivity.
The objectives of this study were three-fold: 1) to describe the epidemiology of
ASHV infections through prevalence and incidence rates and to determine if these rates
varied significantly by sex, age, colony and over the course of the study; 2) to describe
the basic population dynamics of four distinct colonies in terms of abundance and
survival rates; 3) to use modem population modeling techniques in conjunction with
standard epidemiological and statistical techniques to determine the impact and
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relationship of ASHV infection to fecundity, survival, and immigration of arctic ground
squirrels.

Study area and data collection
STUDY AREA
I established four separate colonies of arctic ground squirrels located in central Alaska
(Lat. 63°45’, Long. 147°15’) along the Denali Highway at 59.4 km (colony D), 60.4 km
(colony A), 61.8 km (colony C) and 67.0 km (colony B) from the Parks Highway
junction in Cantwell, Alaska (Fig. 1). Colonies were of varying shape and were 11.7 ha
(A), 15.8 ha (B), 17.5 ha (C) and 11.4 ha (D). All four colonies were located just above
tree line at 940 m overlooking the Monahan Flats of the Alaska Range. The colonies
were located in shrub tundra characterized by a preponderance of lichens as well as
dwarf birch (

BetulananaL.), dwarf and shrub willow (Salix spp.), Sphagnum moss,

Labrador tea (Ledum palustre), lapland cassiope (

tatragone), alpine blueberry

(Vaccinium uliginosum L. subs, alpinum), alpine azalea (Loiseteuriaprocumbens (L.)
Des.), crowberry (Empetrum nigrum), lingon berry (
and bear berry (Arctostaphylos rubra andA

. a

vitis-idaea subs, minus),
l p

i n

a

)

.

The climate is characterized by long, cold winters (down to -40 °C) with variable
snowfall that persists well into mid May. Summers are brief, with temperatures ranging
from below freezing to 26 °C. Rainfall is scant in the early part of the summer but
increases from mid-July through August. Permanent snow cover returns anytime
between late August and October.
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Colonies were selected based on the high densities of squirrel burrows at the
location and apparent isolation from other squirrel colonies due to intervening riparian
areas, streams, ponds, and large expanses of unoccupied, wet tundra. Transects
separated by 5 m were walked across each colony and numbered pin flags were used to
mark burrow entrances and squirrel runways. The locations of pin flags were recorded
on aerial photographs. Subsequent observation during and between trapping sessions
helped to locate a small number of previously unidentified burrows that were marked
accordingly. This trapping method was chosen in preference to a grid pattern as past
studies showed much higher capture probabilities with burrow specific locating of traps
(Melchior and Iwen 1965).

TRAPPING AND HANDLING
Using a robust design (Pollock et al. 1990) a mark-recapture study was performed on the
four colonies from May through August of 1998 and 1999. Trapping sessions occurred
during early to mid May after squirrels had emerged from hibemacula and had started to
breed (5/5-5/20/98 and 5/7-5/22/99), during late June through mid July when young-ofthe-year were emerging from burrows (6/24-7/9/98 and 6/27-7/12/99), and during early
to mid August before adult females began entering hibernation (8/5-8/20/98 and 8/38/18/99).
Each of the four colonies was trapped for three days using 100 tomahawk
collapsible live traps (19”x 6” x 6”)(Tomahawk Live Trap Co., Tomahawk, WI) baited
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with minced apple in May and with sunflower seeds, apple and carrot during June, July
and August. Traps were set at the numbered pin flags with cardboard or roofing paper
placed over them to shade trapped squirrels from sun and rain. Traps were opened at
0700 hours and were checked every 3 hours until 1900 hours when traps were closed.
This yielded 12 trap checks per trapping session per colony.
Animals were marked with passive integrated transponders (PIT tags) (Biomark,
Boise, ID) (Schooley, VanHome and Burnham 1993) that were injected subcutaneously
between scapulae. PIT tags were individually packaged in 12 gauge stainless steel
hypodermic needles and gas sterilized to eliminate the possibility of transferring
hepatitis B between animals with contaminated needles. Trapped animals were weighed
to the nearest 5 g with Avinet (Dryden, NY) spring scales. They were sexed, aged and
had blood sampled once during each of the trapping sessions. Animals were aged as
either adult or juvenile. Animals bom that summer were considered juveniles. During
June/July trapping, females with swollen nipples were identified as lactating and those
with no noticeable nipples were identified as non-lactating. The time and location (as
specified by the pin flag number) of each capture was recorded.
Blood samples were obtained by cardiac puncture. Animals were anesthetized
by placing them in a plastic induction chamber containing cotton and approximately 3
ml of halothane (Halocarbon Laboratories, River Edge, NJ) or isoflurane (Ohmeda Carib
Inc., Guayama, PR for Fort Dodge Animal Health, Fort Dodge, IA). (Although
methoxyflurane is more commonly used for this method of induction, this agent does not
achieve effective levels at ambient temperatures encountered during this study.) A
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heparinized (Heparin Sodium Injection, 1,000 units/ml Elkins-Sinn, Cherry Hill, NJ) 22
g needle was inserted through the left side of their thoracic cavity into the heart and 1 cc
(for adults) or 0.66 cc (for juveniles) of blood was drawn. Animals were released into
burrows when fully recovered from the effects of the anesthetic and after all other data
had been recorded. Blood was transferred into 5 ml red-top vacutainers (Becton
Dickenson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) and kept chilled until centrifugation.
Blood was centrifuged for three minutes at 1,500 rpm within 3 hours of
collection at the end of each trapping session. Plasma was drawn off with disposable
pipettes and placed in labeled 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes. Red blood cells and plasma
samples were kept on ice until they were frozen at the end of the day. The University of
Alaska Fairbanks IACUC approved all protocols and procedures.

Analysis methods
SERUM ANALYSIS
Plasma samples were screened for circulating hepatitis B viral DNA using a dot blot
technique as described by Testut et al. (1996). Briefly, a slot-blot apparatus was used to
blot serum samples onto Hybond-N+ membranes (Amersham Pharmacia, Piscataway,
NJ). Plasma samples were denatured by incubating 10 pi of sample with 100 pi of
denaturing solution (1.5 M NaCl, 0.5 N NaOH) and 40 pi of MQ (filtered through
milliQ filters) water for 30 minutes. Using a vacuum, washing solution (0.5 M tris-HCl
pH 7.5, 3 M NaCl) was passed through the membrane. Samples were then loaded into
the slot-blot apparatus and pulled through by vacuum. This was followed by two more
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washes with the washing solution after which the membrane was removed from the slotblot apparatus and incubated for 20 minutes in 0.4 M NaOH. The membrane was then
washed in 2x SSC (salt and sodium citrate) (0.3 M NaCl, 0.03 M trisodium citrate) and
dried.
The ASHV DNA probe was prepared by incubating 50 ng of ASHV probe DNA
in 9 pi of MQ water at 95 °C for 10 minutes after which the probe was placed on ice.
From a random primed DNA labeling (RPL) kit (Boehringer Mannheim, Roche
Diagnostics Corp, Indianapolis, IN), 1 pi each of dATP, dGTP, and dTTP, 2 pi of lOx
reaction mix (100 pi random hexanucleotides in reaction buffer), 1 pi of Klenow
fragment and 5 pi a -32P-dCTP (3000 Ci/mmol, 10 pCi/pl; 50 pCi total) were added to
the sample, mixed and incubated at 37 °C for 30 minutes. After incubation, 0.8 pi 0.5 M
EDTA and 80 pi water were added to the probe. The labeling reaction was cleaned up
by pipeting the solution through a prepared BioSpin column (Bio-Rad #732-6008,
Hercules, CA) containing P-30 gel slurry. The loaded column was then centrifuged at
2,470 rpm for 4 minutes. The cleaned probe was collected and a 1 pi sample was placed
in a scintillation vial with 7 ml of EcoScint scintillation cocktail (National Diagnostics,
Atlanta, GA). The sample was then counted for 1 minute on a liquid scintillation
counter and the specific activity of the probe was calculated.
Pre-hybridization solution (7% sodium dodecal sulfate (SDS), 0.5 M Na2HPC>4
pH 7, 1 mM EDTA, 100 pg/ml salmon sperm DNA) was prepared to hybridize the
ASHV probe with the blot membrane. The pre-hybridization solution was prepared by
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mixing 11.7 ml 15% SDS, 12.5 ml 1 M Na2HP04 pH 7, and 0.03 ml 500 mM EDTA and
warming to 65 °C. The 0.25 ml salmon sperm DNA and 0.4 ml MQ water were mixed
in a microcentrifuge tube and placed in boiling water for 5 minutes and then set
immediately on ice. The dot-blot membranes were placed into the hybridization tube.
The denatured salmon sperm DNA was added to the other components of the pre
hybridization solution and this was poured into the hybridization tube containing the
dot-blot membranes. This was incubated for 1 hour in the hybridization oven at 65 °C at
6 rpm.
The probe was denatured by placing it in a boiling water bath for 5 minutes and
setting it immediately on ice. After the pre-hybridization, the denatured probe (enough
to bring the final activity in the hybridization tube up to 105 to 106cpm/ml) was placed
into the tube and the blots were incubated in the hybridization oven over night at 65 °C.
The excess probe was washed off of the blot with 2 1 of wash solution (1% SDS, 40 mM
Na2HP04 pH 7, 1 mM EDTA) 2 times for 15 minutes at 65 °C. The dried blots were
then wrapped in plastic wrap and exposed to film for 24 hours at -70 °C. A dark band in
the slot position identified the presence of ASHV viral DNA in the sample.
Plasma samples were submitted to the Cornell University (Ithaca, NY) Hepatitis
B research group to assay for cross-reacting antibody against woodchuck hepatitis B ,
core antigen (aWHc) and for the presence of hepatitis B surface antigen (WHsAg). A
description of techniques used has been previously published (Cote et al. 1993).
I used the results of the three tests to assign a specific disease status to each
animal for each of the blood samples using Crawford (1994). Animals negative for all
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tests were categorized as “never exposed/recovered”. Some animals with these test
results were classified as “recovered” if past samples indicated that the animals were
exposed to the virus. Animals that were dot blot positive and/or positive for WHsAg but
negative for antibody were termed “early hepatitis”. Those that were dot blot positive
and positive for antibody and WHsAg were termed “acute hepatitis” animals. Animals
that were positive for antibody but dot blot negative and WHsAg negative were termed
“convalescent”.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
For purposes of the epidemiological portion of the analysis, the four colonies are treated
as a stratified sampling design. Given the lack of distinct differences between the
colonies, their overall proximity to one another, and their selection as parts of a single
population, pooling of the colonies into a stratified data set was justified. When sample
sizes were adequate, I examined epidemiological phenomenon at the colony level.
However, when sample size consideration rendered such analysis without merit I limited
the analysis to the stratified data set.
Prevalence rates of active infection were calculated using dot blot data because
this analysis confirmed the presence of circulating viral DNA. Prevalence rates were
calculated for males, females, juveniles, adults, residents, immigrants and, in 1999,
known yearlings (1998 juveniles). Prevalence rates were calculated using the formula
(Martin, Meek and Willeberg 1987),
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(1) ASHV prevalence =

# o f animals dot blot positive
Total # o f animals sampled

Variances for prevalence rates were calculated as:

(2) var p =

Because I did not take random samples from a larger population and the population of
interest was limited to the four colonies, I used the finite population adjustment in
calculating variances. For N , I used the population estimate as produced by program
CAPTURE. Rates that were pooled across the four colonies were treated as stratified
samples and the estimates and corresponding variances were calculated accordingly.
My variance estimates are approximated because I did not include the variance
in the prevalence rate that resulted from the variance in the population estimate. The
fact that the population estimates were very close (and often equal) to the number of
animals captured, indicates that this portion of the variance would have been extremely
small. However, to compensate for this incomplete variance term I used a conservative
a value of 0.01 when testing for differences in prevalence and risk rates. An a value of
0.05 was used for all population model tests.
To determine if prevalence and risk rates differed by colony, sex, age and time, I
used pair-wise modified z-tests that incorporated the finite population adjustment to
calculate P values. Thus for the

var(Dused
)
in the calculation of the z-valu
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equation:
(3) var(D)=var(A)+var(B)-2cov(A,B)
where

f

I

\
.

strat

(4) cov(A, B) = ———
3

where A and B are the two samples being compared and p equals the prevalence rate (a
proportion). Covariance terms were used only when making comparisons across
colonies.
To test for significant changes in the prevalence rates over time I used the five
pair wise tests between adjacent occasions (May 1998 vs. July 1998, July 1998 vs.
August 1998, August 1998 vs. May 1999, May 1999 vs. July 1999, and July 1999 vs.
August 1999) as well as tests between years using May and August samples. For these
tests and the between colony tests I used the Bonferroni correction for simultaneous
inference where ct is adjusted to equal (<x/g) where g equals the number of tests run for
the simultaneous inference.
Incidence rates were calculated for all four colonies pooled, as sample sizes at
the colony level were inadequate for meaningful analysis. Incidence rates were
calculated as both risk rates (cumulative incidence rates) and true rates (incidence
density rates). When these rates are below 15%, the values usually agree and risk rates
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are used because statistical tests may be preformed. However, when these rates rise
over 15%, agreement between the two forms of incidence rates breaks down. Thus,
when this occurs it is worth examining both measures of incidence (Martin et al. 1987).
Because true rates are not useful for statistical tests, risk rates were used to test for
differences in incidence rates between sexes, between ages and over time. True
incidence rates may only be interpreted at the population level and describe the rate with
which disease is spreading through the population. True rates were calculated as:

(5) True Rate = -ji-------------------------# squirrels acquiring ASHV__________________
([Initial# at risk + # at risk at end o f p e r i o d y X (#o f months at risk)

Risk rates may be interpreted at both the population and the individual level and refer to
the risk of becoming infected over the time period of interest. Risk rates were calculated
as:

(6) Risk Rate =

_____________#
Initial # at risk -

squirrelsacq

° f withdrawals)A , [# o f months at risk)

Variances on risk rates also were calculated with the finite population correction factor.
Risk rates were calculated for females, males, adults, and the 1998 juvenile young-ofthe-year and were calculated on a monthly basis. Between August and May I used 2.06
as the number of months at risk because I did not consider the squirrels to be at risk
during hibernation. Because the timing of hibernation varies considerably between age
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groups and sexes (Buck and Barnes 1999), 2.06 is a rough estimation of the time at risk
between August 1998 and May 1999. Statistical tests were run to determine if there
were significant differences in the incidence rates of males and females, juveniles and
adults, and over the course of the study. I used pair wise z-tests incorporating the finite
population correction factor as with the prevalence rates. To test for differences over
time I tested for differences between adjacent periods as well as for between year
periods (May-June/July ‘98 versus May-June/July ‘99 and June/July-August ‘98 versus
June/July-August ‘99). The Bonferroni correction factor for simultaneous inference was
applied to the time wise comparisons.

ABUNDANCE ESTIMATION
To avoid confusion in reporting on closed and open populations, the term “capture
probability” will refer to individual trap checks within closed population trapping
sessions. The term “detection probability” will refer to the “p ” of the survival models
and thus reflects the probability of the squirrel being detected within the entire 3-day
sampling period.
Squirrel abundance for each of the colonies during each of the trapping sessions
was estimated using program CAPTURE (White et al. 1982). Program CAPTURE uses
models that allow for individual heterogeneity in capture probability, behavioral
response to trapping and temporal variation in capture probability. There also are
models that assume no variation in capture probability and combinations of all three
variables. I used estimates produced by the most appropriate model as determined by
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program CAPTURE’S model selection procedure. Abundance estimates were calculated
for the two sexes separately during May. During the June/July and August trapping
periods the abundance estimates were calculated for adult male, adult female, and
juveniles. To get an overall abundance for each colony and for the colonies together,
estimates of the component parts were added together as were the variances. Program
CAPTURE was also used to calculate population sizes for other subgroups of interest in
the epidemiological investigation. Thus the population was subdivided into immigrants
and resident squirrels and as yearlings and 2 year olds. Immigrant squirrels were
defined as those adult squirrels having been captured for the first time during that
trapping session (except for the first trapping sessions in May, 1998) whereas resident
squirrels were defined as those adults captured that were present in any of the prior
trapping sessions. Known yearlings were identified in 1999 as those juveniles from the
1998 young-of-the-year.

FECUNDITY ANALYSIS
A linear regression on the number of juveniles captured per female against the
prevalence rate of the lactating females in overlapping trapping areas was performed to
determine the effects of ASHV infections on litter size at emergence. Sample size
considerations prevented analyzing this data at the colony level. The location at which
lactating females and juveniles were trapped in June/July was mapped using aerial
photographs. Figure 2 illustrates the mapping technique used at one of the colonies.
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The number of juveniles in each discrete area was totaled and the prevalence of ASHV
in lactating females in the area was recorded. In many instances, the dam for each
juvenile was readily apparent because she was the only lactating female caught in the
same area as the juveniles. In these cases, the prevalence rate was 0 (dams that were
negative for ASHV in May and June/July trapping) or 1 (dams that were positive for
ASHV in May and June/July trapping). In situations where juveniles could not be
assigned to a specific dam, the prevalence rate of ASHV among lactating females with
overlapping trap ranges was used. For example, if 2 of 3 lactating females were positive
for ASHV, the prevalence rate used in the regression would be 0.67. The total number
of juveniles in these areas was divided by the total number of lactating females caught in
the same area. If a lactating female became infected between May and June/July, the
litter was excluded from this analysis. June/July trapping data were used for this
analysis. Colony A was excluded from the 1998 data set as juveniles did not begin
emerging in earnest until after the sampling effort and, in 1999, colonies A and B were
excluded for the same reason (there was a late spring in 1999 which appeared to delay
the emergence and subsequent summer cycle of the squirrels). P values and r values
were calculated for the regressions.

SURVIVAL ANALYSIS
Program MARK (White and Burnham 1999) was used for the survival analysis. Three
separate analyses were performed using the analytical strategy described in Lebreton et
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al. (1992). Monthly rates were calculated from the unequal time intervals of the study.
A global model was run and the goodness-of-fit was assessed. More parsimonious
models were run including all variables with no interactions. When the significant
variables were identified (by QAICc scores and likelihood ratio tests) models were run
that included the appropriate interaction terms. One of these parsimonious models was
then selected based on Akaike’s information criterion (Akaike 1973) with a secondorder adjustment to correct for bias (AICc) or the AICc corrected for overdispersion
(QAICc) (Anderson, Burnham and White 1994). AICc and QAICc scores were used as
the primary evidence for determining the degree to which the biological variables were
related to model parameters (Anderson, Burnham and Thompson, 2000). Because well
over 100 models were run in each analysis only the best models (based on AICc and
QAICc scores) are presented in the results section. Likelihood ratio tests were
occasionally used to test for the effects of biological variables where AICc and QAICc
results were ambiguous (Lebreton et al. 1992). Finally, the parameter estimates were
derived from the most appropriate model based on AICc/QAICc scores.
The model notation used is based on Lebreton et al. (1992). For each parameter,
the variables included in the model are noted in parentheses immediately following the
parameter symbol. For example, model {0(s), p(t)} denotes a model where apparent
survival, 0 , differs by sex (

s)and detection probability, p, differs by time

variables included throughout this analysis are sex (5), time (t), colony (c), age (a),
mother's hepatitis status (mhs), hepatitis status (H, Hne, //,„/and Hrec), and hepatitis status
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at first encounter (

hs.)

In the first analysis the Cormack-Jolly-Seber (CJS) recaptures-only option was
used to describe the basic survival rates of the four colonies. This set of models was run
to determine if there were significant differences in apparent survival rates and detection
probability based on age, sex, colony and time. As there was a limited data set, the
results of this analysis were used to limit the scope of global models in subsequent
analyses. The data were divided into two groups based on age. Squirrels were
considered juveniles until May in the subsequent year after they were bom. After that
they were modeled as adults. Dummy variables (0 or 1) were assigned as individual
covariates for each individual. One individual covariate represented the sex of the
individual while the other three were used to describe the colony to which the individual
belonged. The global model for this analysis, {&(a*s*t+c*t), p(a*s*t+c*t)}, allowed
both apparent survival, <2>, and detection probability, p, to vary by age, sex, colony and
time. The model also allowed for all interactions save for sex*colony, and age*colony
interactions. Because the data were “sparse” (as evidenced by the low expected values
for the individual capture histories) the deviance was not a good test for fit. Instead,
MARK’S bootstrapping procedure was used with 1,000 simulations (individual
covariates were replaced by group covariates) to calculate goodness of fit and
appropriate C scores.
After models had been ran, QAICc scores were used to select the best model.
QAICc incorporated the C from the global model to modify the AICc scores of the
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models. This method helped to correct for overdispersion in the model that may have
resulted from a lack of independence due to possible sub-colony and litter effects
(Anderson et al. 1994). After modeling for the basic effects of age, sex, colony and time
I used the best four models to test for specific time effects and to determine if any of the
four colonies differed from the other three. Four different time models were used to
model survival rates. The general time model ( ) was used, which allowed survival rates
to vary on every sampling occasion. This model was reduced by holding summer
survival rates constant (the May to June/July time period was set equal to the June/July
to August time period) thus allowing survival to vary between the two summers and the
over-winter period of the study (designated in our model notation as (ty)). Alternatively,
model (0 was reduced by allowing no difference between years while allowing survival
rates to differ between early summer, late summer and over-winter (May to June/July
1998 and May to June/July 1999 were set equal and June/July to August 1998 and
June/July to August 1999 were set equal) (noted as (ty) in our notation). Finally, all
three of these models were reduced, allowing survival rates to differ only between the
summer and winter time periods (All time periods were set equal except for the over
winter time period) ((th) in our notation). These four time models were constructed so
that model 0(th) was nested within models &(ts) and 0(ty) which were both nested
within model

&(t).

QAICc scores were used to determine which variables had an effect on survival
and detection probability (Anderson et al. 2000). Likelihood ratio tests were used to test
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the significance of a variable when QAICc scores did not provide clear evidence for, or
against, the inclusion of the variable in question (Lebreton et al. 1992).
The best model was used, as determined by QAICc score and likelihood ratio
tests, to arrive at parameter estimates. Because individual covariates were used,
parameter estimates had to be back calculated from the beta parameter estimates. The
delta method was used to calculate real parameter variances from beta parameter
variances.
To determine if juveniles bom to hepatitis B infected dams had lower apparent
survival rates than those bom to uninfected dams, 1998 young-of-the-year were grouped
according to the prevalence rate of lactating females in the areas where they were
trapped during the June/July trapping period in 1998 (Fig. 2). In many instances, the
dam was readily apparent, as she was the only lactating female caught in the same area
as the juveniles. In these cases, the juveniles were assigned individual covariates of 0
(dams that were negative for ASHV in May and June/July trapping) or 1 (dams that
were positive for ASHV in May and June/July trapping) (defined as (

) in our model

notation). In situations where juveniles could not be assigned to a specific dam, I
assigned an individual covariate equal to the prevalence rate of ASHV among lactating
females with overlapping trap ranges. Thus, if 2 of the 3 lactating females were positive
for ASHV, the juveniles caught in this area were assigned individual covariates of 0.67.
If a lactating female became infected between May and June/July, the litter was
excluded from this analysis.
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Sex was assigned as a group covariate and thus apparent survival rates and
capture probabilities were allowed to vary by sex, time and the mother’s hepatitis status.
I again used program MARK with the Cormack-Jolly-Seber recaptures only model. As
in the general analysis above, the bootstrapping procedure ( 1,000 simulations) was used
to assess goodness of fit for the global model {0(s*t+mhs*t), p(s*t+mhs)}. C was also
calculated from the bootstrapping results to correct for any over dispersion as a result of
possible lack of independence between juveniles in the same litters or colony. QAICc
scores were used to determine which variables most affected the parameters of interest.
MARK’S multi-state model (Brownie et al. 1993; Hestbeck 1995; Nichols and
Kendall 1995) was used to determine if there was a hepatitis B effect on apparent
survival rates and detection probabilities of adult arctic ground squirrels. The multi
state model was necessary for this analysis as animals moved from one diseased state to
another over the course of the study (thus precluding the use of group covariates).
Although transition probabilities ( If) were modeled, the results are not reported. As
transition probabilities would merely represent incidence rates, I opted to use traditional
epidemiological methods in our examination of incidence. The value of using the multi
state models to calculate these rates is certainly worth investigating and I plan to pursue
this avenue of research in the future. However, in this analysis and discussion I have
treated IPas a nuisance parameter similar to detection probability,/?. Transition
probabilities going forward (from unexposed to infected to recovered animals) are better
described by traditional incidence rates (see above) and animals did not move in the
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reverse direction from the recovered state to the infected state to the never exposed state.
Adult animals were assigned to one of three states. The first state included
animals that had never been exposed to the virus. The second state included animals
that had active hepatitis B infections. The third state included animals that were
convalescent or recovered. Results from the general analysis were used to limit the
global model to {0(H*s*t), p(H*t+c+s), *F(

*where
H

transition probability, IF, varied by hepatitis state, sex and time and detection probability
varied by sex, state, time and colony. Transition probabilities that went backwards (i.e.,
from infected to never exposed) were set equal and were not allowed to vary. At the
time of this analysis, MARK was not capable of calculating C values for multi-state
models. Because of MARK’S limitation, the more refined QAICc scores were not used
in the model selection procedures. Instead, the analysis was limited to using AICc
scores. AICc scores were used to determine if there was a hepatitis status, sex or time
effect on survival rates.

IMMIGRATION ANALYSIS
To determine if immigration differed between uninfected and infected groups, Pradel’s
recruitment only model (Pradel 1996) in program MARK was used. Pradel’s seniority
parameter, y, was used to estimate immigration, i. As y is the probability of being
present in prior trapping occasions, 1-y is the probability of not being present in prior
trapping occasions and thus represents the immigration parameter, i. Juveniles bom into

apparent
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the population were excluded from this analysis so that immigration would be isolated
from birth rates. The over-winter time interval was set to 2.06 months to reflect the fall
and early spring times when immigration may occur and exclude the roughly 6 months
o f hibernation. The global model thus consisted of {y(s*t*hs), p(s+c+t)} where
seniority, y, and capture probability, p, varied by sex, time, and hepatitis exposure. Sex,
colony and hepatitis exposure were modeled as group covariates. Hepatitis exposure
was modeled based on the ASHV status of the animal at its first encounter.
To calculate goodness of fit and C, capture histories were manually reversed
and the global model was run in the traditional CJS model (recaptures only) of MARK
(this is how Pradel models work). The bootstrapping procedure (1,000 simulations) was
used to calculate the goodness of fit and the C for the Pradel models. QAICc scores
were used to determine if y (and thus immigration, t) was related to sex, time and
hepatitis exposure on first capture. The reduced time models described above were used
to determine if immigration varied between the summers of 1998 and 1999.

Results
During summers of 1998 and 1999, 392 individual arctic ground squirrels were captured
a total of 4,736 times. A total of 767 blood samples were drawn and analyzed. The
average mass of adult male, adult female and juvenile ground squirrels at each of the
four colonies are presented in Figure 3. Results are, in most instances, only reported for
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the four colonies pooled together. I have reported results at the colony level only when
differences were apparent and worthy of note.

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Prevalence Rates
Prevalence rates of hepatitis B infections ranged from 42.3 to 55.4% among adults
across colonies. Within colonies, prevalence rates ranged from 16.7% (colony A,
August 1999) to 82.4% (Colony C, August 1999) among adults (Fig. 4). Three colonies
(B, C and D) showed a gradual increase in prevalence rates while colony A showed a
general decline. The proportion of animals categorized in each of the disease categories
is displayed in Figure 5.
Prevalence rates among adult males pooled across colonies showed a similar
pattern in 1998 and 1999 (Fig. 6). Prevalence rates of adult males declined over both
summers, with 1999 rates higher than corresponding 1998 rates. Adult female rates
pooled across colonies showed a similar pattern from 1998 to 1999. Female rates
increased over the course of both summers, with rates being approximately 10% higher
in 1999 than in corresponding samples in 1998 (Fig. 6). There was no significant
difference in prevalence rates between sexes in May 1998

= 0.718) and May 1999 (P

= 0.578). There were significant differences between the sexes in June/July 1998 (P =
0.003), August 1998 (P < 0.001), June/July 1999 (P

0.001) and August 1999 (P <

0 .001).
Juveniles (young-of-the-year) failed to test positive for circulating hepatitis B
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viral DNA in June/July sampling of both years (0/76 in 1998, 0/60 in 1999) (Fig. 6).
Prevalence rates of juveniles were similar in both August samples (Fig. 6). The juvenile
prevalence rate in August 1998 was 2.0% and was 2.3% in August 1999. Prevalence
rates in the 1998 young-of-the-year increased dramatically by 1999 (Fig. 6),
approaching that of adults. Yearling prevalence rates were still significantly lower than
adults in May 1999 (P < 0.001) but were not significantly different from other adults in
June/July (P

0=.478) or August (P = 0.303).

Six juveniles were captured in June/July 1999 that were positive for surface
antigen but negative for viral DNA. With one exception, these animals were negative
for surface antigen in August. For now, I are unable to classify these animals into one of
the predefined categories as I do not believe that these young animals were becoming
infected and recovering so quickly.
There were significant differences between the prevalence rates of Hepatitis B in
resident and immigrant ground squirrels (Fig. 7). Because of a limited sample size, I
pooled the four colonies for this section of the analysis. Immigrant ground squirrels
had significantly lower prevalence rates than did resident squirrels in June/July of both
years (1998 P < 0.001,1999

P = 0.012) and August of both years (1998<0

P < 0.001). The August 1999 sample of immigrants should be viewed with caution as
only four immigrants were caught during this trapping period and all were in colony A.
Prevalence rates among residents did not differ significantly from immigrants in May
1999 (P =0.648).
The Bonferroni corrected a value for the series of time tests was 0.01/7 =
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0.00143. There was a near significant increase in adult prevalence rates between August
1998 and May 1999

(P

0=.00157) (Fig. 6). May and August samples from 1999

significantly higher than in 1998 (May: P < 0.001; Aug:

< 0.001). Male prevalence

rates increased significantly between August 1998 and May 1999 ( < 0.001) and
decreased significantly between June/July 1999 and August 1999 ( < 0.001).
Prevalence rates for males in 1999 were higher than in 1998 in both May and August,
but the difference was insignificant in both cases (May: P =0.032; Aug:

= 0.281).

Female prevalence rates changed significantly during all but one interval (May 1998June/July 1998 P = 0.00726; June/July 1998-August 1998 P < 0.001; August 1998 May 1999 P = 0.001; May 1999-June/July 1999 P = 0.0013). Prevalence rates for
females in 1999 were higher than in 1998, although the difference in August samples
was not significant (May: P < 0.001; August: P = 0.011).
There was considerable variation in prevalence rates between the four colonies
(Fig. 4). The adult prevalence rate of colonies B, C and D increased over the course of
the study while colony A decreased. Prevalence rates of adult males diverged in 1999
and the prevalence rate reached zero in August 1999 for colonies A, C and D while
colony B reached a prevalence rate of 100%. Only two adult males were captured at
colonies C and D each in August 1999. Prevalence rates of adult females also appeared
to diverge at the colony level in 1999. Colonies C and D reached over 80% while
colonies A and B declined to below 40%.
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Incidence Rates
Incidence rates varied greatly between the sexes and over the course of the study (Fig.
8). True rates increased dramatically for adults and the 1998 young-of-the-year over the
course of the study as they did for females (Fig. 8, C and D). In 1998, adult risk rates
were significantly higher than juveniles during the first trapping period of the juvenile’s
lives (late summer 1998) (P < 0.001). Risk rates for the 1998 young-of-the-year were
the same as the adults for the fall 1998/early spring 1999 period (P

0.776). Risk rates

for the 1998 young-of-the-year significantly exceeded the risk rates of adults in both
1999 intervals (early summer: P < 0.001; late summer: P < 0.001).
The risk rates of males and females differed significantly during every time
interval. Risk rates were significantly higher for females during every time interval
except for late summer 1998 (early summer 1998: P < 0.001; fall 1998/early spring
1999: P = 0.002; early summer 1999: P < 0.001; late summer: P < 0.001). During late
summer 1998, males had a higher risk rate (P < 0.001).
The Bonferonni corrected a value for the series of six time tests was 0.0017.
Male risk rates changed significantly between each time interval ( < 0.001 for all four
tests). In addition, early summer 1999 male risk rates were significantly higher than in
1998 (P < 0.001), and late summer 1999 risk rates were significantly lower than in 1998
(P < 0.001). Female risk rates changed significantly or near significantly between all
but one interval (early summer 1998 to late summer 1999: P < 0.001; late summer 1998
to fall 1998/early spring 1999: P = 0.0029; fall 1998/early spring 1999 to early summer
1999:P < 0.001; early summer 1999 to late summer 1999: P = 0). Although the last test
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was significant, the actual difference was negligible (0.0033) and the significance is a
result of the lack of variance in both estimates.

POPULATION ANALYSIS
Abundance Estimates
Population estimates are shown in Figure 9. Male abundance declined noticeably in
1999. Abundance estimates at the colony were not relevant and are not reported.

Fecundity Analysis
There was no significant correlation between the number of juveniles captured per
lactating female and the prevalence rate of ASHV amongst lactating females in the same
areas (1998: P = 0.424; 1999: P =0.922; years combined: P = 0.524) (Fig. 10). The
amount of variation in the data explained by the regression was also extremely small
(1998:

r2 0=.0431; 1999:

r2=0.001).

Survival Analysis (General)
For the general population analysis excluding disease data, the global model
\0(a*s*t+c*t), p(a*s*t+c*t)} had a C of 1.025 which was thus used to calculate
QAICc scores. The bootstrapping GOF test showed that the model fit the data

=

0.368).
The model with the lowest QAICc score was model

p(c+t)}

(Table 1, Figure 11) where apparent survival varied by age and sex and by time model
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(ty). Apparent survival rates varied between summer 1998, winter and summer 1999
and age*sex and age*time interactions were present. Models including age, sex and
time variables with

consistently outperformed models without these variables (Table

1). None of the colonies differed significantly in their survival rates and the QAICc
scores of these models were well above the value of the selected model. This allowed us
to exclude colony as a variable in apparent survival rates in the analysis below.
Apparent survival rates were lower in the summer of 1999 than in 1998 and QAICc
scores consistently favored models (ty) over all other time models.

Survival Analysis (Juveniles)
The global model from the 1998 juvenile young-of-the-year analysis {&(s*t+mhs*t),
p(s*t+mhs)} fit the data (P = 0.221) and produced a C of 1.435 which was used to
calculate QAICc scores.
The model with the lowest QAICc score was {0(s+t), p(s+t)} (Table 2) where
apparent survival and detection probabilities varied by time and by sex. Models
incorporating a difference in survival rates based on sex and time had far lower QAICc
scores than those models excluding these variables (Table 2). Apparent survival rates
of juveniles bom to positive dams were actually higher than for those bom to uninfected
dams, however, QAICc ranking did not indicate this to be an important variable.
Likelihood ration tests also failed to detect a significant improvement in model
performance with (

hs)in the model (P = 0.285). Apparent survival rates from model
m
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{0(s+t+mhs), pfs+tjKdeltaQAICc = 1.68) are presented to illustrate the lack of an
effect on survival rates based on the hepatitis status of the dam (Fig. 12).

Survival Analysis (Adult Infection)
Model {0(Hrec*ty+s), p(s+c+t), P(H+s) } had the lowest AICc score of 871.122 (Table
3). This model allowed &Xo vary by sex, between summer 1998, winter and summer
1999. This model also allowed recovered individuals to differ in 0 from unexposed
animals and those with active hepatitis infections. Several models were within 2 AICc
scores, all of which had the same variables included in the detection probability,/*, and
transition probability, IP(Table 3).
Allowing <Pto vary by the recovered state {Hrec) only produced lower AICc
scored when it interacted with the time variable (i.e.,

) outperformed

0fH rec+ty)). Likelihood ratio tests also produced similar results (P =0.049 with
interaction,

P = 0.219 without) and also did not find infected animals (P = 0.227) or

unexposed animals (P = 0.329) to differ significantly in apparent survival rates. QIACc
scores showed that the models with between year variation in apparent survival rates
(0(tyf) were superior as was found in the general analysis above. QAICc scores did not
favor an inclusion of hepatitis status in detection probabilities.
Estimates from the model {0(H*ty+s), p(s+c+t), W(H+s)} (AAICc = 5.00) are
presented to show the apparent survival estimates of the three states (Fig. 13). Note that
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the apparent survival rates of the unexposed animals do not change very much between
1998 and 1999, whereas the drop in apparent survival rates is more pronounced in
infected animals and even more so in recovered animals.

Immigration Analysis
The global model {y
A

s*th),p( (s+t+c)} failed to fit the data (P = 0.026) and produced a

/V

C of 1.128. The C score was used to calculate QAICc scores which corrected for the
lack of fit found with the global model. Model {y

p(c+ts)} had the lowest QAICc

score (Table 4). This model allowed seniority, y, to vary by time and hepatitis status at
first capture and allowed detection probability to vary by colony and between seasons
with no difference between years. No other models were within 2 QAICc scores.
Models without a sex variable in y outperformed models including a sex variable based
on QAICc scores, thus failing to detect any difference in immigration rates based on sex.
All of the top models in this analysis included a difference in y (and thus i) based on
hepatitis status at first capture (

hs)demonstrating a significantly higher pr

immigration in unexposed animals. Immigration rates are presented in Figure 14.
Estimates from the best model allowing only temporal variation in seniority, {y
p(c+ts)} (AQAICc = 29.14), are included to give an overall immigration rate.
Although QAICc scores consistently favored the models including temporal
variation in seniority, y, models allowing only a difference between years ( ) performed
extremely poorly indicating that there was no difference in immigration rates between
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1998 and 1999. Likelihood ratio tests also failed to detect a difference between years (P
= 0.234).
Abundance estimates of immigrants during each of the trapping sessions at each
o f the colonies are presented in Figure 15.

Discussion
EPIDEMIOLOGY
Prevalence rates of circulating ASHV virus in arctic ground squirrels greatly exceeded
my expectations. Over 80% of adult females had been exposed to the virus by the end
of the study (Fig. 5). The high prevalence rates found at all four colonies indicate that
the pathogen was widespread throughout the ground squirrel population in the study
area.
The pattern of change in prevalence rates of adult males and females was similar
over the course of two summers. The increase in prevalence rates for males from
August 1998 to May 1999 was probably the result of several factors. If yearling males
are not in breeding condition, they do not emerge until mid to late May. Thus the
absence of these younger males in the captured population resulted in higher prevalence
rates. The increase in the prevalence rate through the fall and into early spring of 1999
was likely caused by a small number of males becoming infected either in the fall of
1998 or in early spring 1999. The emergence of uninfected yearlings, the immigration
of non-infected males, and the recovery of some animals accounted for the drop in the
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prevalence rates among males over the summer. A drop in prevalence rates may also
have resulted from infected animals leaving the population (through death or
emigration). Given that infected animals did not have significantly different survival
rates than did uninfected animals (Fig. 13), differential mortality and emigration was
eliminated as a possible cause for declining prevalence rates.
Changes in adult female prevalence rates exhibited a different pattern from
males. Prevalence rates in adult females increased over the course of both summers as a
result of animals becoming infected. The drop in prevalence rates from August 1998 to
May 1999 was the result of dilution from the inclusion of the 1998 young-of-the-year.
As with the male population, there was no difference in apparent survival rates of
infected and uninfected adult females and thus I concluded that infected animals were
not exiting the population at a different rate from uninfected animals.
The results demonstrated a lack of vertical transmission of the virus from mother
to offspring. Juveniles were bom uninfected during both summers. However, plasma
from six juveniles captured in June 1999 had low levels of surface antigen. By August,
all but one of these juveniles was negative for surface antigen, DNA and antibody. The
one exception still tested weakly positive for surface antigen only. By definition,
animals testing positive for surface antigen are considered infected. However, only low
levels of surface antigen were detected in these six very young squirrels with no other
evidence of active infection. Moreover, it seems unlikely for these young animals to
have become infected shortly after birth and then to have fully recovered by August with
no evidence of antibody production. I suspect that these animals were not infected.
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Instead, surface antigen may have been transferred via colostrum or via the placenta to
the juveniles. Alternatively, it is possible that these six squirrels acquired an active
hepatitis B infection within 4-6 weeks of birth and simply did not mount an expected
immune response due to their young age. In 1999, young-of-the-year were captured
much closer to their initial emergence from natal burrows as evidenced by lower masses
of 1999 juveniles (Fig. 3). A small percentage of juveniles may have been infected in
1998 but I failed to detect them because of the timing of trapping in relation to the
emergence of the juveniles. More definitive results will require a pathological
investigation of juveniles and more attentive trapping during juvenile emergence.
The 1998 young-of-the-year reached prevalence rates similar to the adults during
the summer of 1999 (Fig. 6) suggesting that yearlings were engaging in adult behavior.
This yearling sample may be biased high as it only includes those yearlings that did not
emigrate. Those animals that did not emigrate may have been more likely to breed or
engage in territorial behavior and thus were at greater risk to ASHV exposure. I believe
that this is at least a partial explanation for the observed prevalence rates among
immigrant squirrels.
Immigrant prevalence rates were lower than those of resident squirrels in all but
May 1999 sampling. The reason for this is unclear but possible explanations include: 1)
dispersing animals were at lower risk to ASHV exposure; 2) infected animals suffered
increased mortality during dispersal and/or 3) immigrants originated from populations
with lower prevalence rates. It is well documented that young animals are more likely
to disperse (Lidicker 1975) and thus I believe that observed prevalence rates in known
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yearlings in 1999 may not have been representative of dispersing yearlings. High
prevalence rates among immigrants in May 1999 may be explained using behavioral
observations of arctic ground squirrels at Toolik Lake, Alaska. Male arctic ground
squirrels are quite transient during the breeding season, often leaving territories after
having bred resident females and subsequently being replaced by other males (B.
Bames, pers. comm.). The similar prevalence rates among immigrants in May, of which
a high percentage are expected to be adults, suggest that infected immigrants were not
suffering increased mortalities during this time period. If this were true throughout the
summer, deductive reasoning would suggest that yearling immigrants were at lower risk
to infection (prior to entering the study colonies) and thus lower prevalence rates were
observed in this population. However, until more accurate aging techniques and radio
tagging are employed, I will not be able to rule out preferential mortality of infected
animals during dispersal nor can I exclude the possibility that immigrants are originating
from source populations with lower prevalence rates.
Two forms of incidence rates were calculated, a true rate and a risk rate.
Although the error bars do not reflect this, these rates were calculated from very limited
populations. Given the high prevalence rates of the vims there were very few animals at
risk to infection in any given trapping session. In addition, males had lower apparent
survival rates and thus animals were recaptured at a lower rate. This reduced the
number of animals that could be assessed for infection.
Despite the lack of a variance component in calculating true rates (incidence
density rates), this form of incidence rate is the most appropriate form for a dynamic
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population with many losses and additions between sampling occasions (Martin et al.
1987). True rates can only be interpreted at the population level and describe the speed
with which disease occurrence is changing in the population. There was a clear increase
in the true rates of adults, the 1998 young-of-the-year and adult females (Fig 8, C and D)
indicating that the rate of infection increased over the course of the study. The male
rates exhibited no pattern, although the last time interval had a very small sample size,
consisting of only three at risk animals which failed to become infected over the period
involved.
Risk rates (cumulative incidence rates), which can be interpreted at both the
individual and the population level, showed similar patterns but noticeably different
values from those of the true rates. Adult risk rates were significantly higher in 1999 as
were adult female risk rates (Fig. 8, A and B). Incidence rates in 1998 appeared to
reveal a pattern where females were at risk during the breeding season while males were
at risk during the late summer. This changed in 1999 as females had high risk rates
throughout the summer while males had high risk rates during the breeding season.
Accelerating true rates, increasing risk rates and high prevalence rates indicate
that the disease was rapidly approaching a saturation point in the population. Although
the prevalence rates were not at 100%, when convalescent and recovered animals are
included, over 80% of the adult females and over 70% of the surviving 1998 young-ofthe-year had been exposed to the virus by the end of the study (Fig. 5). The lack of a
discemable pattern for 1999 incidence rates may be the result of small sample sizes.
However, given the extremely high prevalence rates, it is also possible that the large
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number of infected or recovered squirrels detected resulted in an “at-risk” population
that was too low to adequately quantify. Thus, incidence patterns that may have resulted
from squirrel behavioral patterns were not evident. The variability in colony prevalence
rates provided additional evidence that prevalence rates of ASHV infection were
reaching maximal levels. The adult prevalence rates of colonies B, C and D increased
over the course of the study while colony A declined in 1999. Adult male prevalence
rates declined to zero in three colonies while colony B reached 100%, and adult female
prevalence rates in colony C and D rose to over 80% while colony A and B declined
below 40%. While 1998 prevalence rates among the colonies remained similar to each
other, 1999 prevalence rates among colonies diverged. I believe that these patterns
argue in favor of the theory that prevalence rates were reaching a peak and, when
viewed at the colony level, had already begun to decline.

POPULATION BIOLOGY AND EFFECTS OF ASHV
The general population analysis confirmed many of the commonly held notions about
arctic ground squirrels. Apparent survival rates of males were significantly lower than
that of females, and juveniles had lower apparent survival rates than did adults.
Apparent survival rates do not differentiate between mortality and emigration; therefore,
males and juveniles may have had higher mortalities and/or higher emigration.
This study found over-winter survival to be significantly higher than summer
survival rates. As mentioned above, this may be explained by a lack of emigration for
the six plus months that the animals were in hibernation. However, females tend to be
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philopatric and even their apparent survival rates were noticeably lower during the
summers. Even my cumulative survival rates (summer = monthly ®4, winter = monthly
®8) were highest for the over-winter period (Adult Males: Summer 1998: 0.34, Over
winter: 0.69, Summer 1999: 0.10; Adult Females: Summer 1998: 0.64, Over-winter:
0.87, Summer 1999: 0.36). Juveniles also had a better chance of surviving their first
over-winter period than they did of surviving the time between initial emergence and
mid-August (1998 males; late summer: 0.34, over-winter: 0.50; 1998 females: late
summer: 0.41, over-winter: 0.58).
Anecdotal evidence indicates that predation may have been a significant source
of mortality among arctic ground squirrels on our study colonies. Red fox were
continually present during trapping (one pulled a squirrel out of a trap and 1 PIT tag was
recovered at a nearby den where squirrel remains were prevalent among the scat). Signs
of bear predation at one colony (several burrows were excavated) occurred in 1998. In
addition, northern harriers (

Circuscyaneus) were continually observed soaring ove

colonies while bald eagles (

Haliaeetus

leucoph), and golden eagles (

chrysaetos) were occasionally seen watching colonies. Local hunters use squirrels for
target practice, despite the practice being illegal. During juvenile emergence ravens
(Corvus corax), mew gulls (Lams brachyrhynchus) and long-tailed jaegers
(Stercorarius

)longicauds were observed preying on squirrels. Evolutionarily,

observed apparent survival rates explain the behavior of adult females who enter
hibernation in mid August while forage is still available and weather conditions are
benign. Males must postpone entering hibernation to cache food and to defend caches
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and territories from rival males (Buck and Barnes 1999; Carl 1970) while juveniles must
grow as well as establish fat reserves. These results suggest that the best evolutionary
strategy for females is to complete the breeding cycle and to quickly put on necessary fat
reserves to maximize time spent in hibernation. This reduces time spent above ground
and therefore reduces the risk of predation and disease.
Little effect of the ASHV virus on fecundity and juvenile survival was detected
in this study. Although I did not expect to see an effect on fecundity, diagnostic data
from the arctic ground squirrel research colony at the Institute of Arctic Biology
(University of Alaska Fairbanks) found a high prevalence of glomerulonephritis among
juveniles bom to hepatitis B infected dams. These juveniles died from renal disease
within 4 months of age (J. Blake, pers. comm.). This field study found no such effect.
Fecundity and pre-emergence survival did not differ between at risk litters and litters
from uninfected dams and our survival analysis found no difference in post emergence
survival. Juveniles bom to infected dams actually had higher apparent survival rates
than did those bom to uninfected dams, although the difference was not significant. The
large error bars were the result of a very limited data set as there were only 18 juveniles
remaining from the 1998 young-of-the-year by the end of 1999. In addition, inability to
accurately associate several litters with a particular dam introduced further error into the
analysis. Clearly a more extensive data set is needed to detect any subtle differences
based on the disease, but it also clear that overt survival differences seen in the lab were
not evident in the field. I do not know the prevalence of glomerulonephritis in the wild
and can only speculate as to whether wild bom animals were less apt to develop
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glomerulonephritis or if other factors are involved in the severity of glomerulonephritis.
Summer 1999 survival rates were significantly lower than summer 1998 survival
rates for adult males and females while summer survival rates of the 1998 and 1999
young-of-the-year were the same. The difference was more pronounced in males than in
females and was especially pronounced in infected and recovered animals (Fig. 13).
The lower survival rates seen in 1999 corresponded to a general decline in the male
population in 1999. Although only the recovered state produced a significant effect on
survival rates in the multi-state analysis, the lower survival rates of summer 1999 appear
to be restricted to animals in both the infected and recovered state (Fig. 13). Apparent
survival rates began to decline in recovered animals during the over-winter period,
which implies a loss of animals during hibernation, during fall 1998 or during early
spring, 1999. Apparent survival rates were lower for both infected and recovered
animals over the 1999 summer when compared to summer 1998. The lower survival
rates may have been the result of several factors and the multi-state models suggested
that ASHV might have been involved in the decline in one of two ways.
One theory concerns the chronic nature of hepatitis B infections and the time it
takes for infection to cause disease. “Recovered” animals are still at risk for
hepatocellular carcinomas and hepatitis. ASHV may still be present in hepatocytes even
though the active replication and release of surface antigen and intact virus has ceased.
It is entirely possible that disease may be more prevalent in “recovered” animals. In
addition, animals with long-term ASHV infections (many females were infected for the
duration of the study) were not distinguished from animals with new infections in the
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multi-state modeling. Thus, within the “infected state”, chronic effects of ASHV
infection may have been masked by the inclusion of newly infected animals. The higher
survival rates of infected and recovered animals in 1998 may have been the result of
prevalence being higher in older animals that were less likely to disperse (as mentioned
above, immigrants had lower prevalence rates). Although animals had been exposed to
the virus in 1998, ASHV associated diseases may not have progressed to the point of
affecting survival rates. By 1999, animals in recovered categories (as well as those
having long term ASHV infections) may have begun to develop disease and thus began
to suffer lower survival rates as a result. Hence, the latent period between infection and
the onset of disease caused the drop in survival rates to lag behind the increase in
prevalence of ASHV infection. This line of reasoning would suggest that the virus is
not endemic at the high prevalence rates observed in this study, but had been introduced
into the population in the near past (otherwise, I would have observed similar results
during both years).
The late spring in 1999 also may have influenced arctic ground squirrel survival
and offers an alternative explanation for the observed drop in apparent survival rates.
Several lines of evidence suggest that spring conditions were poorer for arctic ground
squirrels in 1999 than in 1998 and these poorer conditions selected against animals with
past and present ASHV infections. Snow cover was close to 100% on May 5, 1999 as
compared to 65% or less in 1998. In addition, the annual summer cycle of the squirrels
was delayed when compared to 1998 despite trapping sessions starting two calendar
days later in 1999. Only 9 animals were trapped at colony A (the first in the trapping
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cycle) in May 1999 and trapping probabilities were quite low (0.23 for females and 0.25
for males). Many colony A animals present in August 1998 but absent in May 1999
were caught in June/July 1999 suggesting that these animals were present, but not active
in May. In 1999 juvenile emergence did not peak until I started trapping colony C (July
6-8,1999) while in 1998 juvenile emergence peaked while I was at colony B (June 29July 1, 1998). In addition, more juveniles were present in August than in July 1999, the
reverse of 1998 further implying that our 1999 June/July trapping preceded the peak of
juvenile emergence. Squirrel masses provided further evidence for an environmental
difference in 1999. Despite a great deal of variability in individual masses at each
colony, the average mass of adult males and females at all four colonies was uniformly
lower in May 1999 (Fig. 3). Lower masses in males could result from poorer body
condition or catching animals later in the breeding cycle after they have lost weight
(Buck and Barnes 1999). However, females gain weight consistently over the course of
the summer (Buck and Barnes 1999) and thus observed lower masses in adult females
provide further evidence for a late spring and/or less favorable environmental
conditions. Although specific factors that resulted in the observations described are
unidentifiable, the combined observations do provide significant evidence pointing
toward poorer conditions in fall 1998 and/or summer 1999.
The lack of a decline in juvenile survival rates in 1999 suggests environmental
conditions that may have stressed adult animals probably occurred before juvenile birth
and/or emergence. Although juvenile masses were also lower in 1999 I believe the
lower masses were the result of later emergence in 1999. The consistent increase in
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juvenile masses observed in 1998 and 1999 suggests the two juvenile cohorts faired
equally well from a nutritional standpoint. Given the lack of an effect seen in juveniles,
I believe the stressors that resulted in lower apparent survival rates observed in adult
animals did not occur in late summer 1999, but must have occurred either in the fall
1998 after the August sampling period or in the early spring and summer 1999. The
decline in the apparent survival rates of recovered animals during the over-winter period
suggests that environmental stress may have begun either in late fall 1998 or early
spring 1999 and continued into the early summer of 1999. Evidence of poorer
conditions in fall 1998 and/or spring 1999 appears relevant to the lower survival rates
and lower male abundance in 1999 in light of the work of Hubbs (1994) and Dobson
(1995). Dobson (1995) demonstrated that food supplementation increased reproductive
success, juvenile survival and densities of Columbian ground squirrels while Hubbs
(1994) found that food supplementation increased arctic ground squirrel densities.
Survival in ground squirrels may depend on acquiring energy reserves of body fat and
protein as well as food caches in males (Buck and Barnes 1999). Evidence from my
study may suggest that unfavorable conditions affecting squirrel energy reserves may
have selected against animals with long-term ASHV infections.
The late spring of 1999 may have been particularly hard on males, as they are
completely reliant on fat reserves acquired in late April when they use caches from the
previous fall. Arctic ground squirrels may experience stress during the breeding season
comparable to that found in other polygamous mammals. They are territorial (McClean
1983), aggressive (Carl 1971; pers. observation), lose considerable body mass (Buck
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and Bames 1999), and often have delayed sexual maturity (Buck and Bames 1999; Carl
1971). Poor conditions preceding or during the breeding season may have pushed males
with inadequate caches past their limits and selected against animals that were suffering
from impaired health as a result of ASHV related health problems. In addition, infected
animals entered the population at a much lower rate than did uninfected animals. If
infected animals were emigrating at the same rate as uninfected animals and then dying
during dispersal between May and June, these models would not detect this. As
mentioned earlier in the discussion of immigrant prevalence rates, radio tags will be
required to determine if dispersing animals are more vulnerable to ASHV related
mortality.
These results thus suggest one of two explanations for the observed drop in
apparent survival rates in 1999. Environmental conditions in fall 1998 and/or spring
1999, in combination with long-term hepatitis complications attributable to ASHV
infection, may have resulted in lower survival rates in 1999. Alternatively, diseases
resulting from ASHV infections may not have progressed to the point of affecting
survival until 1999 (the data on squirrel masses may be explained by this hypothesis).
Regardless of the cause, the male population declined considerably in 1999 and may be
related to the lower survival rates. Thus, while mortalities resulting from ASHV in the
female population appear to have been compensatory in nature (as there was no
noticeable decline in female numbers), mortalities associated with ASHV in the male
population appear to have been additive.
The lack of a noticeable effect of ASHV infection on over-winter survival was
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interesting in regards to the physiological changes that occur in hibernating ground
squirrels (Barnes and Ritter 1993). Although not much is known about immunological
changes in hibernating arctic ground squirrels, I hypothesized two affects that
hibernation may have on ASHV infections in arctic ground squirrels. I suspected that
physiological and immunological changes may have put squirrels more at risk to ASHV
infections and related diseases or, alternatively, that low metabolic rates and body
temperatures would have suspended the reproduction of the virus and the progression of
associated disease. The lack of an effect seen in the over-winter period in the study
certainly suggests that the virus and disease were not harmful during the hibernation
period. However, given the shift seen between summer 1998 and 1999 apparent
survival rates, a long-term study observing several winters will be required to truly
assess ASHV’s impact during this portion of the arctic ground squirrel life cycle.
The interplay between ASHV and immigration was a difficult question to
address. Immigrants tended to not remain in the population long. Many ‘immigrants’
may not have been true immigrants at all, but would be better described as transients.
Capture probabilities from the closed models were always much lower for immigrants
compared to residents. Low immigrant capture probabilities were responsible for
immigrant population estimates having much greater error (Fig. 15). The size of the
error bars in the Pradel model further indicates the difficulty in estimating immigration
rates. Despite the male bias in immigrants, the Pradel model failed to detect a difference
in the immigration rates of the sexes. The models did confirm the relationship between
immigrants and ASHV infection, as animals that had not been exposed to the virus had
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significantly higher immigration rates than infected animals. I did not detect a
difference in immigration rates between years.
Given the problems in estimating immigration, it is difficult to make any
conclusive statements regarding ASHV and this population parameter. If immigration
occurs preferentially among young animals (as current theory maintains) and ASHV
does not influence fecundity or juvenile survival (as seen in our study), ASHV would
not be expected to affect immigration rates. The lack of variation in immigration rates
between years and the low prevalence of ASHV among immigrants leads to the
presumption that ASHV did not affect immigration rates during the study. Nevertheless,
a larger data set and a better approach to the immigration issue will be needed to
conclusively address this issue.
Although the effect of ASHV on immigration is unclear, the effect of
immigration on ASHV prevalence is significant. Influxes of immigrants may serve to
lower the prevalence rate of a colony. Colonies B and D had large influxes of
immigrants in June/July of 1998. The prevalence rate in colony B declined although the
prevalence rate in colony D increased (this may be the result of a large number of
animals becoming infected as well as uninfected yearlings dispersing). In June/July
1999 there was a large influx of immigrants into colony A and prevalence rates
decreased. Based on these data, mortality is unlikely as a possible cause for declining
prevalence rates. Therefore, recovery from infection and dilution (from immigrants and
juveniles) appears to have been the factors that lowered prevalence rates. This constant
influx of naive animals (which will drive prevalence rates down) provides new hosts for
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the virus to infect when the resident population may be saturated. Without a constant
source of at-risk animals, exposed animals would either recover or die and prevalence
rates would decline. Immigration may be critical to the ecology of the virus as a
constant source of unexposed animals replace recovering and dying animals and thus
may help maintain high prevalence rates in the population.

CONFOUNDING VARIABLES
A major confounding variable throughout this analysis was that of age. I was unable to
distinguish age composition beyond young-of-the-year and adult. However, because of
the tagged animals resident yearlings could be differentiated from older animals in 1999.
Although 1998 young-of-the-year did reach adult prevalence rates by 1 year of age,
prevalence rates of immigrants led me to believe that non-emigrating juveniles may
have had substantially higher prevalence rates than did dispersing yearlings. It is
unknown how long arctic ground squirrels typically live in the wild, and the chronic
nature of hepatitis infections may not become significant until later years. Indeed, it is
possible that most squirrels in the wild do not typically live long enough to suffer any
significant effects of ASHV infections. Effects attributed to infected and recovered
animals in 1999 also may be attributed to older animals that could have died as a result
of age-related health problems unrelated to ASHV infections. Furthermore, juveniles
bom to positive dams also may be described as juveniles bom to 2-year old or older
females. Thus, the higher apparent survival rates observed in juveniles bom to infected
dams may be a result of better care from 2-year-old mothers as opposed to yearling
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mothers. Unfortunately there is no way to address the age issue at this time and these
conclusions must simply hold the admonition that the disease effects observed may have
been no more than an age effect. To our knowledge, there is no simple way to age arctic
ground squirrels beyond young-of-the-year. Long-term data collection from a single
population with known, marked animals would permit evaluation of age related effects
among females. However, the low apparent survival rates of males (resulting either
from higher mortality and/or greater emigration) may continue to obscure the issue.
Prevalence rates found in this study may not be indicative of the entire arctic
ground squirrel population in the area. The population of interest in this study was
limited to that of four colonies selected for their high-density. It would be worthwhile to
determine if low-density areas have similar prevalence rates. As ASHV is transmitted
through copulation and/or bite wounds, lower transmission rates and possibly lower
prevalence rates would be expected in areas with fewer squirrels. This is particularly
relevant in light of the low prevalence rates found among immigrant ground squirrels.

ECOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ASHV
The observed high prevalence rates and inferred low mortality rates are characteristic of
an endemic, chronic disease. Theory holds that natural selection favors benign
infections in which parasites do minimal harm to their hosts (Ewald 1983). The
hepadnavirus family is found in animals as diverse as ducks, human beings, woodchucks
and ground squirrels (Testut et al. 1996) and has existed for at least 30,000 years, with
the avian class representing the primitive state (Orito et al. 1989). ASHV and GSHV
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diverged from WHV 10,000 years ago independent of host divergence (woodchucks and
ground squirrels diverged around 10 million years ago) (Orito et al. 1989). Given the
diversity of organisms infected by the hepadnavirus family, the rapid mutation rates of
hepadnavirus (Orito et al. 1989; Okamoto et al. 1987; Girones and Miller 1989), and the
high reproductive rate of arctic ground squirrels, 10,000 years may be ample
evolutionary time for arctic ground squirrels and ASHV to co-evolve. The extremely
high prevalence rates and the low mortality rates associated with the virus observed in
this study indicate that ASHV and arctic ground squirrels may have evolved a fairly
balanced host-parasite relationship that one would predict in such a long-standing
system.
Many enzootic, chronic diseases in wildlife populations cycle over time and the
observed, increasing prevalence rates of ASHV indicate the possibility of cyclicity in
this system. The prevalence of ASHV increased over the course of the study and
appears to be at, or approaching, a maximal level. Changes observed in ASHV
prevalence and incidence rates may merely be natural variation in a virus that has
prevalence rates endemic at these high levels. The effect on survival rates detected in
1999 may occur only in years where exceptional environmental stresses are present or
may merely be the result of an aging population. Prevalence rates endemic at these
levels are certainly plausible given that a large effect on survival rates was not detected
and immigration and births provided a steady supply of uninfected animals into the
population. However, it is also possible that the population was sampled approaching
the peak of a regular or irregular cycle of this pathogen. The amplitude of such a cycle
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is unknown and evidence from this study is insufficient to make a reasonable
hypothesis. The small effect of the disease on survival rates suggests that the bottom of
such a cycle may still be well above prevalence rates of 10 to 20%. Nevertheless, given
the possible impact of ASHV infections in 1999 and the constant supply of uninfected
juveniles and immigrants, it is conceivable that prevalence rates will decline as infected
animals recover and/or die. However, for this to happen recovery and mortality rates
will have to exceed incidence rates, which during this study were quite high.
The ability of ASHV to regulate arctic ground squirrel populations appears to be
weak at best. For population regulation to occur, the pathogen must suppress overall
host population numbers (Anderson 1991). There is indirect evidence in this study
demonstrating ASHV’s potential to temporarily reduce the male population. However,
the repression of numbers remains to be seen, as 1999 young-of-the-year may replenish
male numbers when they become adults in spring 2000. In addition, the effect of ASHV
infections on survival rates ranged from nonexistent (1998) to moderate (1999) and
appeared to require time and/or environmental stresses to impact squirrels at the
population level. Given the high reproductive rates of arctic ground squirrels (and the
lack of an effect on these reproductive rates) and the small impact of the disease on
survival it appears unlikely that ASHV is capable of regulating arctic ground squirrel
populations.

Conclusions
In conclusion, results of this study were characteristic of an endemic pathogen linked to
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a chronic disease in a free-ranging wildlife population. I measured extremely high
prevalence rates of ASHV infection among arctic ground squirrels. Prevalence rates
increased over the course of the study and a consistent pattern was observed over the
two summers with infection rates approaching a maximal level. The virus behaved
differently among the male and female populations and may have affected survival rates
in 1999. Lower survival rates resulting from poor spring conditions and/or ASHV
infections were associated with a decline in the adult male population in 1999.
Although an effect on fecundity, juvenile survival rates and immigration rates was not
observed, environmental and host factors change over time and space and thus a longer
study is needed to confirm that an effect is unlikely to occur under any circumstances.
Whether this disease is enzootic at such high levels, or cycles to some degree remains to
be seen.
This pilot project revealed much about the ecology of an enzootic virus in a free
ranging host population. Results from the population modeling were ambiguous but the
results obtained from a combined epidemiology/population biology approach proved
useful for examining subtle impacts of a pathogen in the wild. A combination of
population modeling with careful analysis of prevalence and incidence rates provided
useful information about the nature of hepatitis B infection in an arctic ground squirrel
population. As with any ecological study examining more than the most overt effects,
large data sets spanning more than two years are required to reach more definitive
conclusions.
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Figure 1. Location of four study colonies located along the Denali Highway
near the Susitna River in central Alaska.

Figure 2. Trapping locations of adult, lactating female and juvenile arctic ground squirrels at colony B during
July, 1998, Alaska. Lines circle the traps where individual squirrels were captured. Identification numbers of PIT
tags are displayed.
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Figure 3. Average mass o f adult males (diamonds), adult females (circles) and juveniles (triangles) in
1998 (solid lines) and 1999 (dashed lines) in four colonies. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 4. Prevalence rates of circulating ASHV DNA in adult arctic ground
squirrels from four study colonies, Alaska. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 6. Prevalence rates of circulating ASHV DNA among arctic ground
squirrels with all colonies pooled, Alaska. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 7. Prevalence rate of circulating ASHV DNA in immigrant and
resident adult arctic ground squirrels from four colonies, Alaska. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure. 8. Incidence rates (given as risk rates (A, B) and true rates (C, D)) for adult,
1998 young-of-the-year, adult male and adult female arctic ground squirrels.
Time intervals are early summer 1998 (E.S. '98), late summer 1998 (L.S. ’98), fall
1998/early spring 1999 (F.'98/E.Sp.'99), early summer 1999 (E.S.'99) and
late summer 1999 (L.S. '99). Fractions above columns represent the total number
of animals becoming infected over the total number of animals at risk that were
recaptured in the subsequent trapping session. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 9. Estimated number of arctic ground squirrels, pooled across four colonies,
in Alaska as estimated by program CAPTURE. Error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 10. Linear regression of the number of juvenile arctic ground squirrels
captured per lactating female in discrete capture areas versus the prevalence rates
of circulating ASHV virus among lactating females.(1998; P = 0.424, r 2 = 0.043;
1999: P = 0.922, r 2 = 0.001)
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Figure 11. Monthly apparent survival rates of arctic ground squirrels from CJS
analysis under model
{0(a*s+a*ty),p(c+t) } as estimated by program MARK.
Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 12. Monthly apparent survival rates of the 1998 juvenile cohort under model
{0(s+t+mhs), p(s+t) } as estimated by program MARK. Error bars represent 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 13. Monthly apparent survival rates of adult female and adult male arctic
ground squirrels in three infection categories (unexposed, infected and recovered)
from model {@(H*ty+s), p(s+c+t), *F(.
H+s)}.Estimates were produced by
MARK (multistate analysis). Error bars represent 95% confidfence intervals.
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Figure 14. Estimated immigration rates, i, as calculated from estimated seniority, y.
Seniority, y, for exposed and unexposed at first capture animals are from model
{y (t*hs),p(c+ts) } and the overall estimate for all squirrels (combined) are from model
{y (t),p(c+ts) }. All estimates were produced with program MARK (Pradel's recruitment
only). Numbers above the bars represent sex ratio of males:females of immigrants
captured. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 15. Number of immigrants estimated by program CAPTURE for four
colonies. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

Table 1. Model selection results from the general analysis (MARK reacaptures
only) (see text) displaying 11 best models based on QAICc scores with a C of
1.025. Apparent survival rates, 0 , and detection probability,/?, were allowed
to vary by age (a), sex (s),time ( t), and colony (c, A, B, C, D ) from the global
model {
0 (a*s*t+c*t) ,p {a*s*t+c*t)}.

Model
{0(a*s+a*ty), p(c+t) }
{0(a*s+a*ty), p(c) }
{0 (a*s+a*t), p(c-rt) }
{0 (a*s+a*t), p(c) }
\ 0 (a*s+a*t+A), p(c+t) }
{0(a*s+a*t+A), p(c) }
{0 (a*s+a*t), p(s+c) }
{0(a*s+a*t), p(a+c) }
{0(a+s+ts+A), p(c) }
{0(a*s+th+a*A), p.}
{Q(a*s+th+A), p(a) }

QAICc

Delta
QAICc

QAICc
Weight

#Par

Deviance

1010.993
1014.314
1014.782
1014.905
1015.094
1015.13
1016.025
1016.778
1018.105
1018.197
1018.973

0
3.32
3.79
3.91
4.1
4.14
5.03
5.78
7.11
7.2
7.98

0.45011
0.08554
0.06769
0.06366
0.05792
0.05688
0.03636
0.02495
0.01285
0.01227
0.00833

16
12
20
16
21
17
17
17
10
8
8

1002.279
1014.267
997.467
1006.288
995.595
1004.356
1005.272
1006.044
1022.402
1026.72
1027.515

Table 2. Model selection results from the juvenile survival analysis (MARK
recaptures only) (see text) displaying 15 best models based on QAICc scores
using a c of 1.435. Apparent survival rates,
and detection probability,/?,
were allowed to vary by sex (
s), time
from the global model {0(s*t+ m hs*t),p *t+mhs)}.

Model

QAICc

Delta
QAICc

{0 {s + t)p (s+ t)}
{0 {s* t)p (s)}
{0 (t)p (5 + t)}
{0{s+t)p(s+mhs+t ) }
{0 (0
p(s+mhs+t)}
{0 {s + t)p (s )}
{0
(s+mhs+t)p(s+t) }
{0{mhs+t)p(s+t ) }
{ 0 ( 0 p(s)}
{0{s*t)p(s+mhs) }
{ 0 (s+mhs+t)p(s+mhs+t) }
{0 {s * t)p . }
{ 0 { m h s + t ) p
m}
(s+
{ 0 (s+mhs+t)p(s)}
{0{s+t)p(s+m hs) }

146.795
146.895
146.988
147.708
148.077
148.253
148.47
148.798
148.897
149.231
149.314
149.331
149.695
149.952
150.067

0
0.1
0.19
0.91
1.28
1.46
1.68
2
2.1
2.44
2.52
2.54
2.9
3.16
3.27

QAICc
Weight

#Par

Deviance

0.10981
0.10445
0.09971
0.06956
0.05784
0.05297
0.04752
0.04034
0.03839
0.03248
0.03116
0.0309
0.02576
0.02265
0.02139

10
10
9
11
10
7
11
10
6
11
12
9
11
8
8

179.466
179.609
183.085
177.38
181.306
191.429
178.474
182.34
195.543
179.567
176.235
186.447
180.232
190.628
190.794

Table 3. Model selection results from the adult infection analysis (MARK multistate)
(see text) displaying the 13 best models based on AICc scores. Apparent survivil, 0 ,
was allowed to vary by sex (5 ), time(t), and infection state (H rec = recovered animals,

H hep = infected animals, H ne = never exposed animals, H = all three states vary).
Detection probability, p , was allowed to vary by sex ), colony (c), time {t) and
infection state (H). Transition probabilities, ¥ , of N (never exposed) to H (infected),
N to R (recovered) and
Ht
o
Rw
ere allowed to vary by state (H
(t). All models were based on the global model { (H*s*t), p(H*t+c+s), *F(H*s*t) }.

Model

AICc

Delta
AICc

{ 0 ( H rec *ty+s), p(s+c+t), ¥(H+s) }
{0(s+ty), p(s+c+t), ¥ (H+s) }
{ 0 ( H rec *ty+Hrec *s), p(s+c+t), T(H+s)
{ 0 (H rec +s+ty), p(s+c+t), rfH+s) }
{0 (H hep+s+ty), p(s+c+t), Y (H+s) }
{ 0 (s+ty), p(H hep+s+c+t),
(H+s) }
{0(s+ty), p (H ne+s+c+t), W(H+s) }
{0(s+ty+A), p(s+c+t), *¥(H+s) }
{ 0 (H rec *ty+s), p(H+s+c+t), ¥ (H+s) }
[ 0 ( H rec *ty+s), p (H hep+s+c+t), ¥ (H+s
{0(s+ty), p (H rec +s+c+t), ¥(H+s) }
{ 0 ( H ne+s+ty), p(s+c+t), ¥ (H+s) }
{0(H+s+ty), p(s+c+t), ¥(H+s) }

871.122
872.305
872.565

0
1.18
1.44

873.011
873.061
873.448

1.89
1.94

873.713
874.097
874.287
874.338
874.413
874.418
874.654

2.33
2.59
2.98
3.17
3.22
3.29
3.3
3.53

AICc
Weight
0.16974
0.09395
0.0825
0.06601
0.06438
0.05305
0.04647
0.03835
0.03488
0.034
0.03275
0.03266
0.02903

#Par

Deviance

24
21
25

820.216
828.084
819.41
826.572
826.622

22
22
22
22
22
26
26
22
22
23

827.009
827.274
827.658
818.871
818.922
827.974
827.979
825.987

Table 4. Model selection results from the immigration analysis (MARK Pradel's
recruitment only) (see text) displaying 9 best models based on QAICc scores with
a C of 1.128. Seniority, y, was allowed to vary by sex (5 ), time (t) and hepatitis
status on first capture
(hs). Detection probability, p , was allowed to vary by sex
(s), time ( 0 and colony (c), based on the global model {y
}.

Model

QAICc

Delta
QAICc

{y (t*hs),p(c+ts) }

477.531
479.682
481.119
481.319
483.248
484.207
486.235
487.031
487.215

0
2.151
3.588
3.788
5.717
6.676
8.704
9.5
9.684

{y(l t*hs),p(s+c+ts) }
{y(s+t*hs),p(c+ts) }
(y (t*hs),p(s+c)}
{y (s+t*hs),p(s+c+ts) }
{y (t*hs),p(c+t) }
{y(t*hs), p(s+c+t) }
{y(t*hs),p(c) }
{y(s+t*hs), p(c+t) }

QAICc
Weight

#Par

0.17038
0.05812
0.02833
0.02564
0.00977
0.00605
0.00219
0.00147
0.00134

16
17
18
15
19
18
19
14
20

Deviance
501.005500.977
500.131
507.721
500.053
503.614
503.422
516.594
502.035

